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Author's response to reviews:

RESPONSES TO REVIEWER’S COMMENTS

1. In the results section of the abstract, the word “the” should be removed from the sentence “self reported frequency of RHFP service use increased by 20% “the” from the baseline…
   We have removed “the” in this sentence.
2. Under the section of conclusion on page 3, the words “further investigations” were repeated twice
   We have deleted these repeated words
3. The word “with” is missing in the sentence “the study analyzes behavioral outcomes associated a new approach” page 4 under background
   We have added “with” in this sentence
4. On page 5, the word “development” is missing in the statement “Due to limited funding, CHS ability to invest in infrastructure “development” and training is limited”
   We have added this word to the sentence
5. The word “to” is missing from the sentence “Thus, CHS services may require adaptation “to” met the needs of this segment” page 17.
   We have added ‘to” to this sentence.